JOB SEARCH READY CHECKLIST
Read each question and on each scale score where you are right now.
Look at your scores and make notes regarding ideas about how you could improve them.
Go to our website and look at the resources there – they are free and can help you with most of these
areas. Feel free to call us and ask for FREE help on any one of the questions.

FOCUS
1) I know the field and role that I hope to have
0=No idea!			

		

3=Some hypotheses

		

5=Totally Clear

2) I have spoken to people in this field via informational interviews to learn more about it
0=Informational interviews??

3=A couple of people			

5=Done a lot

3) I have had internship or volunteer experience in this field
0=No internships/experience

3=One internship

			

5=I have several

4) I have a target list of companies I am interested
0=Haven’t Started		

✎

Notes/Thoughts:

		

3=A couple			

5=A strong target List

Read each question and on each scale score where you are right now.
Look at your scores and make notes regarding ideas about how you could improve them.
Go to our website and look at the resources there – they are free and can help you with most of these
areas. Feel free to call us and ask for FREE help on any one of the questions.

NETWORK BUILDING
5) I am comfortable opening a conversation about my career with people
0=Nope			

3=If I know them well			

5=I am very at ease

6) I have a professional looking LinkedIn page with more than 50 contacts
0=Haven’t looked at it in years

3=It is up and have 25 contacts		

5=I use it a lot

7) I have accessed the alumni network from my college or university
0=I know how to find them

		

3=I have reached out to a few		

5=I have reached out to dozens

8) People I have reached out to have provided me contacts and thoughts about where to look
0=I haven’t asked		

✎

Notes/Thoughts:

		

3=Been given a couple of contacts

5=Been given a lot

Read each question and on each scale score where you are right now.
Look at your scores and make notes regarding ideas about how you could improve them.
Go to our website and look at the resources there – they are free and can help you with most of these
areas. Feel free to call us and ask for FREE help on any one of the questions.

MATERIALS
9) My resume represents me strongly. I have shared it and gotten helpful feedback.
0=It is pretty sad			

3=I think it is ok				

5=Done a lot of work on it

10) I know how to adjust my resume for different roles
0=No clue				

3=I change some words				

5=I tailor it to each job

11) I understand how to write a strong cover letter
0=No I don’t				

3=I try but it takes me hours			

5=I am confident here

12) I know how to adjust my cover letter for different roles
0=No Clue				

3=I change some words				

5=This is easy now

13) I know how to write an effective thank you email after interviews
0=Thank you emails?			

✎

Notes/Thoughts:

3=Maybe but short and sweet			

5=Got this covered

Read each question and on each scale score where you are right now.
Look at your scores and make notes regarding ideas about how you could improve them.
Go to our website and look at the resources there – they are free and can help you with most of these
areas. Feel free to call us and ask for FREE help on any one of the questions.

INTERVIEWING
14) I am confident when interviewing
0=Feel like I will throw up		

3=Kind of stumble through			

5=I am confident

15) I understand behavioral interviewing and have had some practice
0=What is that?			

3=I read something once			

5=I use it all the time

16) I am comfortable linking my experience to interview questions
0=This is hard for me			

3=Sometimes					

5=This is easier these days

17) I have appropriate interviewing clothing
0=Probably not			

✎

Notes/Thoughts:

3=Maybe, not sure				

5=Some good options

Read each question and on each scale score where you are right now.
Look at your scores and make notes regarding ideas about how you could improve them.
Go to our website and look at the resources there – they are free and can help you with most of these
areas. Feel free to call us and ask for FREE help on any one of the questions.

CONDUCTING A JOB SEARCH
18) I have experience applying online and have had some response
0=No responses at all			

3=A few responses but not many		

5=Decent # of responses

19) I have identified target companies and researched them
0=Not at all				

3=Identified but not researched			

5=Yes to both

20) I have tried to find connections to companies/organizations I am interested in
0=How would I do that?		

3=Looked on LinkedIn a bit			

5=I am like a stalker!

21) I have a method of staying clear on jobs that I have applied to
0=Not at all				

3=Sort of 					

5=I have a master list

22) I have made at least a preliminary decision regarding location
0=I will go anywhere			

✎

Notes/Thoughts:

3=I have a couple of options			

5=Know where I am going

Read each question and on each scale score where you are right now.
Look at your scores and make notes regarding ideas about how you could improve them.
Go to our website and look at the resources there – they are free and can help you with most of these
areas. Feel free to call us and ask for FREE help on any one of the questions.

OTHER
 I have researched associations that are relevant to my field of interest
 I have a plan for feeling engaged and productive beyond my job search
 I have explored part-time or freelance opportunities

✎



Notes/Thoughts:

Contact us for a free consultation. We can help guide you on any
areas you are uncertain in. We are here to help!
(603) 398-7278 or at Sue@LaunchingU.com

